Arguments are presented that two magnetically bound monopoles will fall into a ground state characterized by an orbital angular momentum quantum number R= %. That such a state forms a suitable structure for point-like fermions is proposed.
Dirac,
who was the first to speculate about the incorporation -c. of magnetic charge into elementary particle theory, (1) obtained the quantization condition
(1) eOgO n --=-hC 2
where e o and go are respectively the basic electric and magnetic charge quanta, and n is an integer. Gaussian units are used here; % and c have their usual significance.
Schwinger, who considered a particle carrying both electric and magnetic charge, which he named the dyon, has proposed "A Magnetic Model of Matter," (2) in which the baryons are composed of three dyons (thus fundamentally differing from the approach here).
He obtained the quantization condition (2) elg2 -e2q = nnc , where 1 and 2 denote two interacting dyons. By now there has been an enormous amount of theoretical work on magnetic monopoles, too voluminous for discussion here; the reader may consult a review article (3) for details and references.
Since this letter is concerned with a magnetically bound monopole pair which is expected to be magnetically neutral, one may write I.e., states of R > 0.
-ll-
The second is that arguments have been advanced as far back as (17) 1939 t& show that these half odd integral orbital states would be precluded in the physical world.
In a review article on this question Whippman(l*) counters all arguments opposing the state with R=%, save the one attributed to Nordsieck (19) and one published by Schwinger (20) while Whippman's paper was in proof. 
